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Introduction: The presence of chronic conditions in masters athletes (MA) may increase the use of medications and over-the-counter preparations for treatment, exposing MA to risks including doping violations, drug-to-supplement interactions, and drug-to-drug interactions.

Aim: To describe the prevalence of medication and supplement use for treatment of chronic conditions and use of dietary supplements and sports foods (DSSF) in competitive MA. Prohibitions of medications used and potential for interactions between DSSF and other ingested therapies were also examined.

Methods: Participants registered at the Australian Masters Games (2017) and the Pan Pacific Masters Games (2018) were invited to complete an electronic questionnaire collecting demographic information, medical conditions and their treatment, DSSF from a list of 31 based on the Australian Institute of Sports supplement framework¹, and methods to check DSSF safety. Text entries for medication and supplements (including herbal therapies) used for treatment of conditions were doubly extracted. Medications and prohibitions were categorised according to international standards²,³. Single ingredient DSSF or DSSF able to be uniquely identified by brand name (n=16) were checked for interactions with other therapies using an interaction database⁴. Association between medication use and use of DSSF was determined using Chi-square Test of Independence.

Results: Of 19,304 MA, 817 (53.7±14.0y, 60.8% female) completed targeted questions. Approximately one quarter of participants (25.3%) used medications to treat a chronic health condition; medications used to treat asthma and heart/circulatory conditions (26.6% and 23.4% of usages respectively) were most common. Only a small proportion (7.1%) of participants used a supplement to treat a medical condition and these were mostly used for arthritis or bone health (64.1%) and obesity (22.8%). Almost 40% of those that used medications to treat a condition used one that had prohibitions or restrictions for use in competition for all or some sports, requiring therapeutic use exemptions for medical conditions. A total of 380 participants specified using between 1 and 16 DSSF, with sports drinks (43.9%) and multivitamin and minerals (38.7%) being the most common. Including treatments and DSSF, 46.3% of participants used at least two therapies and of these, 2.1% used a combination with a known interaction. Medication use was associated with using at least one DSSF (p = 0.008). A substantial proportion of the respondents (68.6%) used unreliable methods for checking DSSF safety.

Conclusion: The data indicate that medication and DSSF use is common among MA and that many MA may use these in combinations. Some MA may be exposed to risks such as doping violations and adverse interactions. Health professionals should be aware of these risks to advise MA appropriately. MA may benefit from additional education or resources to support them in checking medicines and DSSF for safety, legality and efficacy.
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